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PREamBltn("jS 

The first term of our year, with its new enthusiasms and new 7tudents on which to practice them, has settled into a 
routine after all. Fall has passed almost without our knowing it. The snow has finally chosen to fall on us, and we can forsee a winter so long as to seem endless. 

TJ:ie editor of the MEJ is missing all this. She left 
~orthfiel~ l~st September for a year's stay in Italy, where she is now enJoying sun and well-deserved peace, except for our 
1:tters to her .. We ~ope she misses the MEJ. We certainly mi7s her. But in spite of the moments when nothing,including 

mail to I~aly, s:emed to go as it should, we are enjoying the task of discovering how to run a journal. 
TI:iis issue focuses upon the problems and the solutions found in new methods of teaching,and upon the excitements and qualms.of the teachers who must implement them. John Maxwell the edit?r of a ~ook entitled On Writing Behavioral Objective; for English,published by NCTE,discusses the behavio-r~al;----~ 

objective in terms of its usefulness for English teachers. 
?orothy Dalsgaard, a teacher at John Marshall High School i~ Rochester, 7ells o~ ~ays to make English teaching better without extensive revisions of curriculm or rearrangements of schedules and classes. Kent Bales reports the results of a conf:rence designed to bring college and secondary school English teachers closer together. And Mary Beth Boosalis a 
~ormer 7tudent ~t Carleton College, relates her experienc; 
in putting her ideas about teaching to work. 

W~ ~Ian for one of our next issues to focus on the life and writ 7ngs of O. E. R¢lvaag. Although Giants in the Earth 
wa7 ~u~lished_almost fifty years ago, there has been little criti~ism of it written, and R¢lvaag's other work has almost been ignored. We hope that the MEJ will contribute some interesting views of his writing-.-
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~OCllS 
Behavioral Objectives for 
English: Some Pro's and Con's 

by JOHN MAXWELL 
Upper Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory; Minneapolis 

Like it or not the writing of behavioral objectives is one 
of the largest inse;vice sports current in American education 
today. From coast to coast, and especially~ the coa7ts, 
(spectacularly, Florida an~ Calif?r~ia), writing behavior~! objectives has become a maJor activity and for _some, a maJor 
worry. 

At the moment the worriers seem to be concentrated in 
departments of Engiish. As one of the "humanistic" studies, English seems least amenable to reducing ~earning. to ?bservable events - the sine qua-~ of a good behavioral obJective. The Commission on English Curriculum of NCTE has gone on rec?rd, not against behavior~! objectives, bu~ against a less than rigorous 
approach to writing them for English. 

In the words of a resolution offered by the Commission and 
adopted and passed by the Board of Directors at the Washington 
convention in November 1969: 

While the Commission advocates that all teachers be open
minded about possible alternatives for defining and 
structuring the English curriculum - including the use of behavioral objectives - at the same time it urges caution. 

Both within the Commission and within the Board of Directors, 
there were substantial numbers who would have taken a stronger negative stance on the writing of behavioral objectives for the English language arts. In the words of one widely-known sch?l~r in English education, "Once you begin to play the game by writing 
behavioral objectives, you have lost the game to the s~stems people and the educational-industrial jugge:n~u 7." This stati:ment implies that consequent on a behavioral definiti?n of the subJect would be a highly mechanistic approach to education, a~ o~erwhelming focus on skills, a denigration of the "mentallstic" 
emphasis on attitudes and feelings which has been near the ~ore_ of English teaching for decades, and, ultimately a sharp shift in 
curriculum. 

WHAT'S A BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE? 
To draw such a response from an eminent man, a behavioral 
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objective must be pretty insidious. What after all is a be
havioral objectty~? ~e~n :iJt the usual ex~ples, a b~havioral 

objective looks pretty in~ocuous. A be~avioral objective merely· 

~tates that,_u~o~ completion of a certa:rn set of curriculum mater
ials and activities, a student will be able to do something he 
could not do before such work. 

To be more explicit, an example might help. 
1 

Given a play by Shakespeare, the student will be able 
2 3 

to state the locale of the play accurately. 

Note that the objective has three parts: a condition which 
more or less describes "the test," an action by the learner 

relevant to the subject-matter at hand~a quality criterion, 

or a statement of how well the student will be able to llo on the 
test. 

The objective (and we admit it's a trivial one) does not 

require that th 7 student read the play (nor does it prohibit him), 

but merely requires that he do sometfling observable (i.e. state 

the locale). The great empflasis in behavioral objectives writing 
is stating an action that can be observed so that one can tell 

whether or not the student has indeed learned something. 

·The word accurately in the objective (which could be inter

preted as correct!~ in tliis case) tells how the student should 

be expected to per orm. In some objectives, a percentage might 
be stated, such as "95% of the time." This is to allow for 
reasonable inaccuracy. 

It should be noted, however, that the quality criterion in 
behavioral objectives is usually quite high (85% to 95% bei.ng the 

ordinary range.) This is done on the grounds that if an objective 

is worth going after, then it ought to be one that the student 

does attain. The ordinary passing grade of 70% would be thought 
much too low to be tolerable. 

It is also consequent in the logic of behavioral definitions 
of a subject that the student is to succeed. It is implied that 

one ought not set forth objectives unless students are going to 

attain them, and it is incumbent on planners and teachers to 
grant that failure is in the teaching, not the learning. The 

student must be able to do something new and do it well. If 

he doesn't, then some recycling and/or retooling must take 
place until he does. 

Another aspect of behavioral objectives is that, when correct

ly written, they ought not be tied to specific teaching materials, 
such as "The student is able to spell all the words in the X 

Speller 90% of the time." This openness of statement permits a 
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multi-materials approach to mastery of a concept or skill, though, 

in operation, a local district might indeed tie instruction to a 

specific material, with alternative materials used when the 

student fails to attain criterion after using the basic material. 

SO WHAT'S A BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE FOR? 

Behavioral objectives are essentially a new way of stating 

the curriculum of a subject. English teachers have for many 

years tended to state curriculum objectives as descript~ons of 

what the teacher would be doing (e.g. teach the Spenserian sonnet), 

for certain purposes (enlarge student understanding of prosodic 

forms), in hope of affecting attitudes (h.elp students appr 7cia!e 

the genius of our poetic heritage). Perhaps the illustration is 

a bad one, but an examination of most curricula reveals this 
essential focus on the teacher's actions and objectives. 

In behavioral objectives writing, on the other hand, the 

focus of attention is completely on the student. The objective 

states what the student will be able to do, not what he will 
experience (the activities) nor what the teacher wi 11 do. 

The behavioral objective breaks broad objectives into smaller 

concrete objectives. It also demands that the teacher demonstrate 

that the student has mastered the objectives. Furthermore, it 

tells the learner specifically what he will be able to do, and 

the argument goes that he will perform better if he knows what 

the teacher will be expecting of him. 

The behavioral objective also represents a shift away from 

"norm" evaluation (how well can he read compared with his age 

mates) and toward "criterion" evaluation (Can he read a news

paper with 90% comprehension of news stories?) Reading "at 

grade level" is no longer enough.. 

In advanced conditions, the behavioral objective is a 

critical element in tli.e use of individualized instruction. In 

operation of such instruction, the teacher would first find out 

whether the student already possesses the skill. If he doesn't, 

then he pursues the subject matter; if he already possesses 

control over the objective, he goes on to work on other objec

tives. (John C. Flanagan, "Visions of the Future Schoolroom," 
in On Writing Behavioral Objectives fo:t English, edited by John 

Maxwell and Anthony Tovatt, [Champaign: National Council of 

Teachers of English, 1970], pp. 61-69.) 

The virtue of behavioral objectives in such instances is 

that the teacher and the student can know quite precisely whether 

the student has succeeded. The skill of detecting the major 

metaphors in Antony's speech is much more readily checkable than 

"appreciating" Elizabethan drama. One you can measure, and the 

other is almost impossible to assess. (We almost always assume 
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the student doesn't appreciate Elizabethan drama when we start 
the Shakespeare unit, don't we?) 

Behavioral objectives are fundamentally important to the 
development of programmed instruction, to systematic analysis of 

the learning process in a classroom, and to the development of 

computer-assisted and computer managed instruction. The entire 

advance of the so-called technology of education is predicated 

on precise statements of the behavioral objectives of the 
educational process. 

Some of those who see spectres in the behavioral objectives 
movement frequently cite the growth in recent years of a desire 

for "accountability" in schooling. A giant fortune goes into 

local schools each year, and, for better or worse, it is almost 

impossible to tell who is responsible for success or failure and 

even whether the process succeeds. We're all familiar with the 

chain of responsibility which goes back to the parents and to 

the society in general when failure in learning occurs, but buck 
passing is no longer acceptable. 

It is given that specificity of objectives will permit 
"accountability." The superintendent will know who is responsi

ble for the fact that a youngster has failed to acquire a certain 

skill because he knows where that skill was taught and by whom. 

It doesn't follow, of course, that finding a locus of failure 

means that someone will be fired. More probably (we are assured) 

it means that steps can be taken to boost support to that aspect 

of curriculum or method to assure that future failure rate can 

be lessened on that particular skill. The administrator and the 

teacher will have a better idea what needs to be done if the 
specificity of objectives is high. 

It seems fair to say that those who advocate behavioral 
objectives and "accountability" are after the same goals that 
teachers espouse: better education for the kids. 

Administrators generally favor objectives written in the 

behavioral mode because they are capable of ready translation to 

the public. If the superintendent can tell the public rather 

precisely what is being accomplished at the school, it follows 

that people will be more likely to support the school, usually 
with money. 

But, beyond administration, numbers of department chairmen 

and teachers find value in writing and using of objectives that 

state clearly what is to be accomplished. In one Indiana high 

school, the faculty has enthusiastically cited the clarity of 

behavioral objectives as the means by which the department has 
found agreement on what each member is supposed to do. 
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and thereby communicability of curriculum objectives ~ot only 

among professionals but also to students and the public. ~ few 

feel that this alone is enougl'l to justify tl'le use of Behavioral 

objectives in curriculum planning'. tliat i~rovement of instruc
tion is bound to follow this clarity even if no further steps 

are taken. 

But most of the advocates of behavioral objectives would 

not stop at clarity of statement. The overriding objective is 

individualized instruction, the use of "learning packs" (or 

contracts) and a rather radically altered function of the teach

er In its more advanced form, the vision is one in which 

st~dents are largely (but not exclusively) working on t~eir own, 

in accord with their own progress sheets, under the g~idance ?f 

the teacher who is not (was he ever?) a dispenser of information. 

The teacher, through this "technology," is t~e m~nager of a 

learning situation; he is aided in the less intri~ate aspects 

of his work by sub-professionals, prompted and guided by data 

from a computer or its near-equivalent, and spends the bulk of 

his time in individual contact with students. In the vision, 

mass teaching disappears. 

WHO'S AGAINST BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES? 

A few people can be counted as instinctively against any

thing that they have not seen before. Stasis an? comfort ai:1d a 

show-me attitude prevent this group from responding to a~y inno

vation. (Perhaps because they've been burn 7d too many times by 

the latest enthusiasm which is, usually, built on a research 

base of sand.) 

But a great many teachers are responsive to the notion of 

individualized instruction. The idea (if not the fact~ of br~ng

ing each student to his maximl11:1 potential has~ l?ng history in 

pedagogy and seems in accord ~it~ !he d~mocr~tic ide~l. ~y.plan 

which promises a step toward rndividuallzed_rnstructlo~ with~n 

reasonable expenditure of time and effort will be received with 

interest. Team teaching, for example, was thoug~t.such a step 
because large-group instruction offered opportunities to work 

with students in small groups while the large classes met. (That 

it didn't always work that way is beside the point.) 

The link between individualized instruction and behav~oral 

objectives allows the latter to come center stage for considera

tion because the former is attractive. And here the trouble 

begins. 

James Moffett is perhaps the most outspoken of those who 

are dismayed at the national trend toward "systems" appr?aches to 

education including behavioral objectives, computer assisted and 

managed i~struction, and undergirdin¥ notion: of_stimulus- .. 

response psychology. He gi':'es _beha':'1or~l obJ ectl ves short :hrift • 

"As an exercise in clear thinkin·g, 1.t might be a helpful thing for 

English teachers to write behavioral objectives - and then throw 
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them away.'.' (James Moffett, "Misbehaviorist English: A Position 
Paper," Ibid•,. P. lll. ~ The action of writing objectives in this 
manner, he believes, might do something to ameliorate our tendenc 

to be more "fuzzy-headed" than teachers of science or mathematic y 

bu~ we_should stop far short of actually using behaviorally stat!d 
obJectives. 

. Moffett and others argue that the insistence of measurabilit 
~n behavioral objectives leads to the loss of intangible but Y 

im~ortant·goals. Most critics grant that some parts of the disci
pline. do_ lend th~se~ves. to objective observation (e.g. spelling, 
pu~ctuation, capi!-all~ation, and, possibly, handwriting). But 
ma~or problems_a:ise in even the relatively overt objectives of 
written composition. Defining "goo.cl" writing has ever been a 
plaguy matter, and a behavioral assertion that the student after 
instruction will write "good" prose becomes accordingly slippery. 

• Wh~l7 i~ may be ~tt 7active to avoid the question "what is 
good writing by specifying that the learner wi 11 demonstrate 
those behaviors which are possessed by admittedly excellent writ-

ers C7 • g • adapts style to audience, states a purpose, puts forth 1 
a !ogical sc~eme for development of the idea, etc.), we know that 
writers cons~stent_ly violate the rules that they and the rule 
books establish--yet do so with effectiveness. And further we 

k~ow that recogni~ed writers with the full quiver of such b;ha~ 
viors can also write "bad" writing on occasion. / 

. . There ar 7 probably ways out of this problem, for in compo-
s~ tion there is a visible product and the behaviors of the fledg
l~ng water can be observed and improved. But in the matter of 
literature, the hardest of the objections to behavioral objec
tives are voiced. 

.. _To a degree~ ~iterature does lend itself to behavioral spec
ificity •. Recogniz 7n? metaphors, writing a precis which corre
spo~ds with !he original, stating the plot outline, listing the 
various metrical schemes used in the 17th century, and other 
factua~ ~a!ters c~ be handled in the behavioral mode. The· 
New Cri!icism w_as itself, in part, an attempt to be specific 
about literature. 

. J~mes ~oetker ("Limitations and Advantages of Behavioral 
ObJectlves_in the Humanities," Ibid., pp. 49-50.) has observed 
that ~earning can be characterizedas can-do, may-do, and will-do 
behavi?rs. The can-do behaviors would cover the items in the 
p7eceding paragrap~ - skills and knowledge. The may-do beha
vior~ ~re thos 7 lying at the higher levels of the so-called 
c?gnit 7ve domain - the application of abstractions in novel 
si!uations, analysis, synthesis and evaluation - behaviors 
which occur of course, but for which there are few reliable 
gauges for determining quality of work. Teachers constantly 
ev~luate the perfor~an~e.of students in these higher cognitive 
skills, but the reliability of their yardsticks could hardly 
be called constant, and only constant measures will do. 
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The will-do behaviors that Hoetker classifies a:re those 
which mani.fest themselves "down the line." Does the student 
continue to read after he leaves sch.ool, does he read quality 
literature, does he find pleasure in language, does he act re
sponsibly toward others, does he participate in his society in a 
positive way? These questions are first of all fuzzy and very 
dependent on the values of the observer, and, second, they occur 
in the "real world" of the students' lives long after they have 
left the school. All that can be known of will-do behaviors 
are certain signs and hints that the behaviors exist in the 
repertoire of the student while at school. Whether he will, 
indeed, manifest those behaviors simply cannot be known, at least 

not within the present schemes for evaluating the attainment of 
behavioral objectives. 

Measurement and evaluation are the chief stumbling block, 
even for those who urge that the profession use the behavioral 
mode for stating outcomes of instruction. Indeed, the Tri
University Project, under the direction of J. N. Hook, which is 
attempting to write a sample of responsible behavioral objectives 
for English, has begun its work with an assertion that "objectives 
must not be derived from, or be centered on, evaluation -
especially as evaluation is traditionally and narrowly. conceived. 
(Donald A. Seybold, "A Response to 'Misbehaviorist English,'" 
Ibid., p. 118.) 

One of the most treasured of the objectives of Enlgish 
instruction is response to literature, what J. N. Hook has 
characterized as the "gleam in the student's eye." (J. N. Hook, 
"The Tri-University BOE Project: A Progress Report," op. cit. 
p. 77.) This is the "turn on" which results when a student has 
had a strong personal interaction with a work of literature, 
when he is excited, when he feels deeply about himself and his 
condition and the condition of others. Clearly, this is the 
affective domain, beyond, in complexity and mystery, those skill~ 
and knowledges of higher order in the cognitive domain. 

Teachers of English are ·especially incensed when the sugges -
tion is made that if you cannot state in behavioral terms what 
the "gleam" or the response means, then it does not exist. Each 
of them (we hope) has experienced the same response, and each has 
seen it occur in others. But it is difficult to characterize 
with precision, if at all. 

It is at this point that communication between English teach
ers and systems people breaks down. The realm of skill is rela
tively easy to describe behaviorally. Both sides admit that the 
realms of affection pose problems. ll'hile the systems person 
might prefer to avoid the problem, the English teacher cannot 
ignore it, for the production of response to literature may be 
what brought him into English teaching in the first place and 
continues to be a major object of his work. 
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The Commission on the English Curriculum of NCTE worried, 
among other aspects of the problem, particularly about events 
which might occur when the English teacher and the systems advo
cate would cease to talk about the affect of literary experience. 
The danger, in such an instance, of abandoning or de-emphasizing 
classroom activity aiming toward response to literature is a 
real one. If both sides abandon thought about the objective, 
then much is lost from the curriculum and a distorted curriculum 
will result. The Commission advised the profession that when 
faced with the obligation (or the task) of writing behavioral 
objectives, that the writers: "(a) make specific plans to 
account for the total English curriculum; (b) make an intention 
to preserve ... [the] important humanistic goals of education; 
and (c) insist on these goals regardless of whether or not there 
exist instruments ... for measuring the desired changes in 
pupil behavior." (Commission on the English Curriculum, NCTE. 
Resolution to the Board of Directors. Ibid., pp. ix-x.) 

The position of the Commission, though urging caution on the 
topic of behavioral objectives, did not proscribe this mode of 
curriculum planning; but neither did it grant, by any means, 
that it is "the" answer to improved instruction as most of its 
proponents (and apparently the U.S. Office of Education) believe. 
(Sue M. Brett, "The Federal View of Behavioral Objectives," 
Ibid,, pp. 43-47.) 

The Commission has left the door open for responsible 
development of behavioral objectives but has warned that it is 
not a task to be undertaken lightly nor by lightweights. 
Writing behavioral objectives for English is a demanding intel
lectual task because of the complexity of the subject and its 
concern with the affective domain. Isabel Beck ("Towards 
Humanistic Goals through Behavioral Objectives," Ibid., pp. 
97-105.) has argued that there is no inherent conflict between 
systems people and the humanistic aims of English teaching. 
She grants only that there are sizable problems in stating 
what it is that we mean, in such a way that a systems person 
can get hold of the objective so that planning can take place. 
Moffett and others, on the other hand, argue that there is no 
way to "win" the behavioral objectives game, and we'd better 
stay out of it. 

Such a course, in most school districts, will become in
creasingly impossible, for behavioral objectives are "in" and 
promise to be "in" for some time to come. At the least, a 
cautious attitude is necessary, for much of value in the cur
riculum can be lost by giving away the hard-to-measure, the 
intangible, and, yet, withal the important goal. 

On the other hand, a head-in-the-sand approach is bound 
to be disastrous. The ubiquitous "others" will write our 
goal statements for us if we don't, and we may cry "extortion" 
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if they do, but the task wi 11 have been done, and more'. s the 
harm. But there is hope if the English teacher gets himself 
informed, learns the information needed to create the forms_of 
behavioral objectives, tries his hand at them, ear~est ly w.ri tes 
them as far as he can go, and then says, "Stop, this can go no 
further. 11 

If these things happen, 
from behav.ioral objectives. 
learn about ourselves, about 

I think there's nothing to fear 
There may, in fact, be much to·. 
our subject, and about our teaching. 
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fORUOl Some First Practical Steps: 

A Report on the Conference on Cooperation Between 

Secondary and CoUege Teachers at the University of 

Minnesota 

At present ... 

departments as 

by KENT BALES 
Unjversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis 

college English departments as -they are, and high school English 

they are becoming, appear headed in opposite directions. 

- Anna Lee Stensland, ME], winter 1970 

The chi:f fault with this prediction is the assumption that 
college Engli:h departments immutably are, that they do not also 
become something better, worse, or at any rate different. Keenly 
aware that our department is changing (hopefully for the better) 
and more vaguely but still deeply aware that high-school depart-' 
ments are changing in ways unforeseen by us (again, hopefully 
for_the bette 7), the University of Minnesota's Freshman English 
Adviso:Y Commi~tee h~s for two years talked of holding a confer
ence aimed at improving cooperation between secondary and college
level_t 7achers of English. To keep matters as simple as possible, 
~e originally planned to concentrate attention on the real and 
idea~ roles of Fre:hman English. However, when the first planning 
mee!ing was held with a few Twin Cities.teachers, it became 
obvious that the focus could not be so restricted but had instead 
to c~ver the b~sic problems of curricula and teaching methods, 
had_indeed to 7nclude the too-often skirted question of how to 
train and who is_to train the future teachers of English. While 
we thought our aims doubtless too ambitious for a single confer
ence, we hoped to make a beginning towards all of them in the 
process identifying the most vital concerns and breaki~g the 
most dangerous stereotypes. With these qualified hopes we called 
~ con~erence for May 16, 1970, asking teachers only from the 
immediate area. 

. The planning committee's misgivings were in part borne out. 
Smee attendance was much lower than hoped for (sixty-two in 
all), the elaborate range of workshops scheduled for the after
noon r:duced itself, by_its own dark laws of dynamics, to only 
two, neit~er concerned directly with improving cooperation and 
consultation. Thus the central issue did not get addressed 
although the very act of discussing other issues near the ' 
center made most conferees recommend that another such conference 
be held in the fall of 1970. • 
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In larger part, perhaps, this urging came as a result of the 
morning session, during which representatives of the university, 
junior colleges, and Twin Cities high schools exchanged informa
tion about present curricula, methods, and plans. Ted Wright, 
Toni McNaron, and Ray McClure spoke for the English Department; 
Gerald Brunetti described projected changes in English Education; 
and Philip Bly of Normandale State Junior College and Sy Yesner 
of the Minneapolis schools spoke for the junior-college and 
secondary teachers. Two university students joined with the 
speakers in answering questions from the audience, and questions, 
answers, and discussion were lively. By the end several stereo
types had been cracked if not broken. 

Hopefully, one crack occurred when Professor Wright described 
the revised curriculum of the English Department. Under this 
recently approved plan courses in writing - especially of fiction 
and poetry - will be more numerous and easily available, while 
course offerings in literature will be more varied in subject and 
kind. Analysis had shown that our courses in literature fall 
into four kinds: 1. historical courses (period courses; period
bound courses in _a single genre, such as The Victorian Novel; 
history of criticism); 2. courses in major authors; 3. courses 
in literary kinds and techniques; and 4. thematic and inter
disciplinary cour·ses. In the past we have offered few courses 
of type three and nearly none of type four. In 1970-71, as one 
of the first consequences of our curriculum reform, several 
courses of these latter types will be offered: The Dynamics 
of Literary Response, Allegory, Black Autobiography, Techniques 
of Poetry, to name fewer than half. In the following year the 
historical offerings will be radically changed. Instead of 
surveying a period (The Eighteenth Century, say, or The Victorian 
Age) for a full three quarters, students will take a single
quarter survey of the period and then, if interested, move out 
into courses in authors, genres, or themes more or less relevant 
to that period (The Poem as Painting, The Literature of Industri
alization), or into a specialized historical course (The Johnson 
Circle, The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood). Students electing to 
ignore the historical approach will largely be able to do so; 
students electing to concentrate on literary history will like
wise be able to do so, although in each case students will be 
counselled and perhaps required to take a few courses of the 
other types. A much greater variety of sophomore courses is 
being devised and will be taught in 1971-72. Finally, while 
Freshman English was not reformed by the Curriculum Committee, 
that is in part because it was widely reformed three years ago 
and has several experimental sections scheduled for 1970-71. 

These reforms may appear timid, half-hearted, or even mis
guided to readers hoping for a_ radically new training of teachers 
for "student centered" English programs. It is an old complaint 
that neither the curriculum nor the teaching methods of university 
English departments is of much aid to future teachers of English 
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in the schools - a charge often levelled at colleges of Educa
tion as well. It was renewed eloquently and at length by 
Hubert Anderson, a teacher from Hopkins Senior High School, 
who remained skeptical even after hearing the new curriculum 
described. Apparently this lack of confidence grows not only 
from a long history of neglect and mutual suspicion, but also 
from a real difference of opinion - based on real differences in 
values - as to what a university English department should do. 
The article from which I took my epigraph describes this differ
ence, and Anderson and a few others gave voice to it at the 
conference. 

This question of what the role of Minnesota's largest 
English department should be in the training and education of 
future teachers seems the natural topic for other conferences. 
It is impossible to tell why this one was so poorly attended - a 
too diffuse subject, the competition of a lovely spring day and 
a poetry conference, distress over the invasion of Cambodia and 
its domestic repercussions, or resentment of an imputed bossism 
in our calling the conference rather than working through the 
MCTE. This last objection points up the real differences among 
us, for few of the English faculty at the University of Minnesota 
in Minneapolis are MCTE members - indeed I am not. These differ
ences need to be explored and settled as much and as soon as 
possible. When the next conference is held, I hope all my 
readers will attend to help accomplish this end. 

Kent Bales is an Assistant Professor of English at the University of Minnesota. 
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New Lectureship in the 

Teaching of Writing 

Beginning in 1971-72 the Department of English 
of the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis campus, 
will award annually two lectureships in the teaching 
of writing. To be eligible for these awards candi
dates must be teaching English in a Minnesota 
secondary school and present evidence of their 
excellence or unusual promise as teachers of writing. 
During their tenure the lecturers will probably 
teach Freshman English, Advanced Writing or The 
Writing ,of Fiction and Poetry, and a sophomore 
literature course of their design or choosing. 

Letters of application should be sent to 
Robert E. Moore, Chairman, Department of English, 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 55455. Two 
examples of the applicant's own writing, either 
published or in a finished manuscript, should 
accompany the application. The applicant should 
also seek letters of recommendation from three 
referees, either teaching colleagues or students. 
Deadline for 1971-72 is January 15, 1971. 
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Three Poems 
by ELMER F. SUDERMAN 

Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter 

PARADISE LOST 

It is four A.M., 

Milton, not sleep, 

is my companion. 

I sit on the couch 

smoking cigarettes and 

reading Paradise Lost. 

Sleep could do more than Milton can 

To justify God's ways to man. 

85. 

"If you sit 

for one thousand 

nine hundred and twenty 

fifty minute hours, 

we wi.11 give you 

a degree," 

the college said. 

"That 's thinking 

with your ass, 11 

I replied. 
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REVELATION 

On TV the earnest young announcer 

Talked as if picking the right deodorant 

Encompassed the whole duty of man. 

He spoke with a conviction that made 

His words sound like divine revelation. 

But I was skeptical. 

Considering our sanitary 

Deodorized middle-class life, 

Each day indistinguishable from the other, 

I reflected on the rut I was in. 

"Not once all day, 11 

I told my wife, 

"Have I had even one idea 

To help me understand 

The world I live in or 

My place in it." 

She, not given to such musings 

And. with a decent regard 

For the ordinary thing, replied: 

"Well, I don't know that I have either, 

But I did pull up some crabgrass." 
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Two Schools in Chicago: 

The Log of a White Student Teacher 

by MARY BETH BOOSALIS 
Carleton, '70 

FIRST SCHOOL 
September 8 

My first morning a~ K. High School was very disappointing. 
I~ b~gan when I walked into my cooperating teacher's room and she 
d1~n t even know that she had been assigned a student teacher. 
Things got p7ogr7ssively worse as I discovered that Mrs. H. 's 
~ource_of rr1de 1n her classes is her ability to keep the students 
1n their right desks and out of the halls between classes. Her 
method ?f teaching she calls "instant success," meaning to make 
everyth1n? so easy for all students that they rarely make mis
takes, which would only discourage them. After discovering there 
were no textbooks yet, as the school is brand new, I was heartened 
when Mrs. H. showed_me some l?ose-leaf books recently put together 
br the Ford Foundation on African Literature. But I was once again 
d1~courage~ by her comment that the reason she wanted to teach 
th~s material was because all the "coloured" thought that every
th~n? ~rom_Af7ica was so good that she wants to show them how 
pr1m1tive 1t 1s ~o they will appreciate their regular English 
matter. My_mon:11ng was saved by my observing another teacher -
very en~hus1ast1c and able to get good, interested responses from 
her pupils. 

September 9 

Today_was not too much different from yesterday. I had the 
same negative reaction to Mrs. H. 's classes and was again dis
~ouraged by her rei_narks about my upcoming teaching. When talk
ing about mr teac~1ng her Basic Class, she practically forbade 
me to use ~1scuss1on, even as an incentive for writing, for she 
says the kids can talk fine but they need to "read write-read 
write" - and her idea of writing is for her to dictate two or ' 
three sentences for them to ~opy. These, of course, you would 
grade, hand back for correction, and grade again, always raising 
the grade, thereby employing "instant success. 11 The reading • 
she uses is not a bit relevant to the students and their boredom 
and fatigue are obvious. For her Regular clas;, she is giving 
the class ~hree days to read a whole anthology of traditional and 
modern African poetry and literature - all of which she will 
cover and discuss in one forty minute period on Friday. She also 
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gave me her views about the Curriculum - one should never 
deviate from it because it was devised by great minds and cost 
a lot of money; thus, she says, the black communities are wrong 
in insisting on injecting stories of their choice in literature, 
for it is not up to our standard. I could go on and on, but I 
can't really let myself go since I'm trying to control my atti
tude so that we will be able to work together in some fashion 
or other for the next six weeks. 

I had a short chat with a teacher I observed today, who did 
some of the finest teaching I've ever seen. her class had an 
atmosphere of freedom and free-flow of ideas, and yet the class
room was orderly and the students well-behaved. There was very 
good rapport between teacher and students and I really felt like 
I was in an exciting place of learning. 

Our conference with the principal was short and sweet, not 
particularly productive, but she made us feel very at~home and 
wanted at the school. 

We stayed for lunch at the school and got to talk to a few 
teachers, then spent some of the afternoon familiarizing ourselves 
with the bui !ding. 

September 10 _ . 
I really enjoyed my first period observation of the chairman 

of the English department's class. Her class ran so smoothly and 
was so organized - it was easy to see the hand of an old pro at 
work in its planning. Also, for the first time I began to feel 
a bit like part of the faculty as before I left her class, Mrs. T. 
"welcomed me aboard." 

Mrs. H.'s classes were generally the same as they'd been for 
the last two days. More advice about "squelching" students who 
ask bothersome questions by just staring them in the eye and 
not answering. 

Fifth period I observed another very exciting class under 
Miss. s. It was the first time I had ever seen a lecture method 
used successfully. Since pupils didn't have t 7xts, the te~cher 
described in vivid terms the life in England in Beowulf time. 
She was so enthusiastic and interesting that I found myself 
wanting to take notes; student-initiated questions were numerous. 
I had an interesting conversation with her after class, as she 
explained to me that she had had several ACM teachers under her 
in years past. 

I hope Mrs. H. introduces me to her classes soon. I think 
they're beginning to wonder if I'm some sort of secret agent! 

September 11 
Today I had a rude awakening in Mrs. H.'s 9th grade Basics 

class, which I will begin teaching next week. I ha~ r~alized_ 
the students were poor readers and writers, but I d1dn t realize 
that they are really on about a second or third grade level. 
She had them write a paragraph of four sentences - the whole 
form was on the board and each sentence begun for thei_n, ye~ 
many did not get beyond the first or second sentence in thirty 
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minutes. Most of them didn't know what a paragraph was, how to 
indent, what quotes are, etc. But one thing impressed me as I 
walked around, offering help individually, and that's that each 
student was trying very hard - it wasn't their fault they had 
been left behind in the education shuffle some years back. 

Later, when Mrs. H. was correcting their papers, I had a 
very upsetting conversation with her about grading them. She 
told me that students in Basic never receive marks higher than a 
C, because to receive a B or A in Basic would not be the same as 
an A or Bin Honors. I asked if that wouldn't be cleared up by 
appearance of Basic or Honors on the transcript along with the 
grade. Besides, I said, if I were a student getting nothing 
but C's and D's year in and out, I would get pretty discouraged. 
However, she said that no other system could be used, and if the 
kids consistently worked above a C level, their reward would be 
to move up to Essential level. 

At_ any rate, after today I better understand what problems 
Mrs. H. has been up against in this class. It is a situation 
actually requiring a specially trained person. I hope I can 
help them without this special knowledge - I'll try my best! 

Another fascinating class fifth period under Mr. A. The 
class was reading African poetry and got into a lively discussion 
of value judgments, free will, death, etc. 

I'm beginning to get anxious to teach. 

September 15 
My first day of teaching, how can I describe it? I 

didn't feel as nervous as I had anticipated when I first went 
to school, for I felt well-prepared in my lesson plans. However, 
my first period conference with Mrs. H. made me feel more shaky. 
She didn't think my lesson plan for Basics would work because it 
called for group participation and discussion. She said to try 
it, though, so that then I could see how incapable they are of 
doing anything but reading and looking for answers to questions 
about what they've read. Consequently, as I taught my Basics 
class, I felt my whole teaching method was on trial and I was 
right - she gave it the death sentence. The students weren't 
used to breaking routine and the class was chaos. They caught 
on quickly but their attention span was extremely short. I felt 
like a failure when the bell rang. The next class went very well; 1, 

the students were interested and responded and I finished my 
whole lesson plan just as the bell rang. I felt a little better, 
but will have to do a lot of thinking about my Basics class. 

September 16 
I think I'm learning more and more how to tread lightly 

with Mrs. H. while still sneaking in some of my theories and 
methods under the surface. My Basics class was not a discipline 
problem today, but I wasn't at all satisfied with reverting to 
Mrs. H. 'sold routine just for the sake of a quiet classroom. 
I'm going to figure out a way to get to those kids - revelation 
and development of student self-concept - "self-concept" might 
be one of the keys. My Regulars class produced one of the 
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moments of joy in teaching - genuine, unharnessed enthusiasm, 
spontaneity, imagination, an_d perception. I couldn't have 
asked for anything more. It was so exciting for me to feel in 
part responsible for what I consider a true learning experience. 
I sat in again on one of Mrs. C.'s classes and decided that in 
addition to being a great teacher, she is a very unusual person 
in her establishment of relationships with people - not many 
teachers could get by with "shut up and don't make a scene" and 
have the kids love it and obey at the same time. Had a good 
talk with Mrs. G. at lunch. 

September 17 
Today was a discouraging one. After having two fairly 

successful classes, Mrs. H. told me, in so many words, that I 
was doing a good job keeping the kids interested, but that 
they weren't learning the essentials. She said in studying Tom 
Sawyer that the most important points are "life on the Mississippi 
in 1850 1 s," kids' understanding through Aunt Polly of parents' 
discipline for the sake of love, and recognition of 3 types of 
novels: entertainment, Great Literature (which includes Tom 
Sawyer), and social doctrine! When I reminded her that what I 
was teaching (mood, characterization, plot, etc., through induc
tive, experience-oriented lessons) is in the curriculum, she 
paused for a moment. But quickly coming back, she replied that 
those things were all right for average suburban kids, but it was 
over the heads of inner city kids, for, as she says, these kids 
are not only disadvantaged in environment but just don't have the 
mental equipment that regular kids have. She was also generally 
turned off by my discussion in Basic to get the kids interested 
in a topic for writing - she brought up her "read, write, no 
discussion" method again. I was boiling inside, discouraged, 
and left the school with the weight of the world on my shoulders. 

September 18 
Good day. Discussion went well in Basics and they turned 

in pretty good papers which at least reflected fairly cogent 
thought instead of mechanical mush. My Regulars class was super. 
Went from listing all problems kids had in common with Tom 
Sawyer, which they put in their categories, and led beautifully 
into my introduction of types of conflict in novels. They 
really understood, because they did all the work except adding 
formal labels. H. didn't say much except that the kids in my 
Regular class were much brighter than hers, who just sit like 
bumps on logs in sheer boredom. Outside of class, I had some 
great talks with Mrs. C. and Miss S., two top-notch English 
teachers. They made so many helpful suggestions, were very 
sympathetic to the trials of student teaching, made me feel 
part of the department and were generally encouraging. They're 
good people for me to know during my stay here, and will 
probably help to preserve my sanity. 

September 19 
I was absolutely infuriated today. After Basics class 
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which didn't run very well due to my mistake in organization, 
I tried to get myself back up for my Regulars class (a little 
hard to do in 3 minutesl). I got a good discussion going about 
the difference in Tom's and Huck's future growth to adulthood_ 
w?uld they be similar types of men? how might their lives be 
d~ffere~t? etc. Well, right in the midst of this well-rolling 
d1scuss1on, H. shoved a note on my desk saying "Huck Finn grew 
up to be a famous. law m'.111." I ~ried to pass over it lightly and 
get back to the discussion, saying I had just received a special 
news bulletin, and then read it. I no sooner finished than she 
was out of her seat saying she wanted to talk about this - how 
unruly boys often grow up to be law-abiding citizens, etc. (moral 
lecture) and that the real Huck Finn was an example, etc. I felt 
like exploding. The point of the lesson plan had been to have 
students speculate on the basis of material at the end of the 
book, treating the novel on a purely imaginative level. I had 
planned to get into Mark Twain's real life and characters he 
based the book on, on Monday, with a filmstrip, etc. At any 
r~te, s~e blew the point of my lesson, squelched a very good 
discussion, t~lked up ~til the bell, I didn't get their papers 
handed back like I promised, and didn't have time to make the 
assignment. I was fuming but held it back. The day was saved 
by my getting to talk to almost all of the English teachers in 
the English office on a casual basis - they're a great bunch. 
I also learned a great deal by listening to all the discussion 
about faculty-administration problems, parent complaints 
discipline problems, etc. After school about 25 of the ;ounger 
teachers got together at a neighborhood cafe for a "faculty 
meeting," which was great. I even felt a little like a "real
live teacher" after my trying, but exciting first week. 

September 22 
I was nervous when I got to school today since it was the 

first day my teaching was to be observed. I found, though, that 
once I got in my classes I almost forgot my supervisor was there. 
When Miss S. asked Mrs. H. when she would be letting me take over 
the class completely (with her sitting in back instead of the 
front, etc.), H. said, "When she's ready." When asked how she 
would know when I'd be ready, she responded, "How do you know 
when you have a toothache?" Typical ... I am enthusiastic about 
gruop work, as my Regular class really got involved and inter
ested in group work. This, to me, was a definite demonstration 
that a quiet classroom is not always necessary for the learning 
process. I'm really anxious to hear the group reports tomorrow. 

September 24 
Today something happened that I never thought would. After 

my usual first period conference with H., I got so frustrated 
and angry inside that I had to go to the bathroom before my 
first class and have a little cry. Today for the first time I 
really aired my opinions and fought for the use of discussion 
in class as a teaching method. Well, H. is like a stone wall 
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when it comes to arguing this point - she is convinced that 
these kids know how to talk all too well and that classes must 
be devoted to their reading and writing and teacher lecturing. 
When she began to see that I was making some good points, she 
had me take out a piece of paper and write what she dictated 
(like a 3rd grader). Her dictation consisted of the results 
from a "Harvard research team" and was entitled "The Aim of 
Teaching English." This was not bad enough - the 3 main points 
were "Reading with Understanding", "Writing Clearly", "Speaking 
Succinctly." When I brought up the fact that a whole third of 
this research was devoted to student speaking ability, her only 
response was "--oh yes, but not on the 9th grade level. That's 
for senior honors classes." Help! 

September 25 . . . 
The 8:00 teachers' meeting this morning was 1ncred1ble 

like something from~ the Dowrt Sta:itc~se. The_whole ~h~ng 
consisted of telling teachers how to fill out (1n agonizing 
detail) a million and a half different forms. I realize this 
kind of paperwork is one of the more unpleasan~ aspects of 
teaching, but it seems to me at least half of 1t coul~ be 
eliminated so that teachers could be freer to spend time pre
paring for the most important part of_their jobs teachin?· 
My Basic class was better today than it has been for a while. 
I managed to squeeze in a little discussion and found that the 
kids really liked talking about the old Greek_gods, maybe 
because for them it's like a sophisticated fairy tale. My 
Regulars class is really grappling with organization_in ~riting, 
but I think it will come because they're re.ally putting in the 
effort. 

September 26 . . 
I was really discouraged today with my Basic clas:· There 

was complete chaos just because I had them move desks 1n 
preparation for the role-playing._ I ~now i~'s because they've 
been used to such structured routine in their classes and any 
change is confusing to them and makes them feel _insec~re. 
HQwever, I can't take this initial experience, J~dge it a: a 
failure, and give up trying to change the ~ay this cla:s 1s . 
taught. I'm going to have to tolera~e a_l~ttle confusion u~t1l 
they get used to breaking out of their rigid .pattern. . I enJ oyed 
going to the Creative Writing Club today. Of c~urse, it's always 
kind of a thrill to see kids just wanting to write because they 
like writing, and not because they have to do it for a grade. 

September 27 • 
I really don't know what to do with three ~oys ~n my Basic 

Class who just refuse to do anything the class 1s doing. They 
really set a bad tone for the class and I've tried several ways 
of handling it, but nothing seems to work. Maybe I should try 
having indivinual conferences with them. I chaperoned for a 
while at the dance after school and I really liked being able 
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to observe the kids outside of a classroom situation. It's so amazing how some of the quietest, most reserved people in class are so free and bubbly the minute they get out of school. From 
wh~t I'~e ?bserved so ~ar, teachers are the ones responsible for this s t1fl1ng, oppress1 ve atmosphere in the classroom, where students are either not free to respond to material in their own way or are not made interested enough in the material to even want to respond. 

September 29 
Today was a pretty good day. Managed to have a small discus~i?n in Basics following our reading of a play about a jury dec1s1on. I asked the kids if they knew about a big trial 

just beginning in Chicago, and they were very eager to talk about the conspiracy trial since almost all knew about it, but only a few knew the facts underlying it. It seemed to be a good prelude to writing opinion papers about the jury system. My Regulars class was, as usual, responsive. 

September 30 
Today was, to me, a very boring and unproductive one as far as my classes went, having followed a suggested format of 

Mrs. H. Basic ~ids ~ere bore~ !o tears with the list of spelling words and the s1tuat1on was s1m1lar in Regular with their 
exercises in Capitalization. I understand that a certain amount of fundamentally tedious groundwork must be done on a ninth 
grade level, but I don't understand why it must be covered all at once and with such a dull approach. I overheard one student in Basic say, "I think Miss Boosalis has turned on us" and I 
knew ve~ well w~at ~e meant because in a way I not only turn on them 1n teaching 1.n the ways I don't believe in, but I also turn on myself. It's a very frustrating position to be in when 
you can't justify to your students the relevancy or importance of what you're teaching them because you can't justify it yourself. 

October 1 
. Day-_ of ~ays ! The sh.owdown finally came between my superv1sor, _ f1ght1ng fo 7 my righ!s, and Mrs. H. I. knew something big was go1ng on when in the )111dst of my teaching my Regular class 

I could hear raised and irate voices from the back of the room.' They sudd7nlf left the room, as it turned out, to go to speak to the principal. Of course, with the principal backing Mrs. H. one hundred per cent, not an awful lot could be accomplished except to put me under another teacher for one class; I was very upset by the whole situation, being in the middle under 
cross fire from all sides. And the thing that bothers me most is having to leave those Basic kids. It's true that I haven't produced any miracles with them but I was beginning to feel we were approaching the point of initiating good progress. Oh, to have my own class next year will be heaven! 
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October 2 
I went in for the fatal meeting with the principal this 

morning at 8:00. I had decided that this ~as one_of the few situations in my life so far where it was 1mperat1ve to stand up for what I believe in or not be able to live with myself. 
It• s not that I had decided to "buck the system" or "down . . . with the establishment," but I feel it is anyone's respons1~1l_1ty who is in the field of education and who sees deplorable things 
not only going on but being praised wi7hin ~t, to do all he can to at least call attention to these things 1f not at!empt to eliminate them. This was my attitude when I walked into the office when I was promptly greeted "Having troubles, Baby?"• 
She wa~ in a hurry, of course, but managed to inform ~e that she was not placing me under a different teacher, adding that 
although Mrs. H. may be a bit "up and ~own", :he p~oduces results and gets kids moved out of Basic. I 1nterJec 7ed that, to me, in addition to considering the fact that the kids 7ould superficially read and write better, one should also consider what attitude toward school and reading was being developed a~d, also, that along with reading and writing students should begin 
to learn to think for themselves. But oh no. It seems I am just full of theories about urban education and have no_practice in coping practically. She said that she has received no 
complaints from students about Mrs. H. (she 7ould ask any one of my kids and receive an hour and a half spiel, I know) but 
that she does hear complaints from students about young, liberal teachers who do nothing but entertain the kids and no learning takes place. In addition, I was informed that I was placed with Mrs. H. because of insistence by Dr. B._ (whom I have never talked to, written to or seen), because since I was such a creative, innovative potential teacher, I needed to learn the "meat and potatoes" of education froin Mrs. H. I need to become more didactic! Well, finding even the memory of the interview extremely distasteful, I won't bother to recount the 
whole thing, which got progressively wors:. When I left, I felt I hadn't accomplished much (people like that rarely change 
since they're 100% right), but I also hadn't.been ~alked all over either. I sincerely hope ACM never subJects its stude~tteachers to the rigidity and staleness of that school's adm1n1-
stration again. 

October 3 . Life with H. goes on and I continue to endure our morning 
conferences while thinking of other things and occas~o~ally 
interjecting an "enthusiastic" uh-huh. I feel I defln1te~y made headway with Basics today. I got chewed out for_hav1~g conferences with my Regulars about their themes (wasting time), but I also found it to be very valuable for both students and 
myself. 
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October 6 
A very dull day and bad way to start the week. I think 

it was a combination of dull subject matter and of my not feel
ing very well. Mrs. H. has become more rigid than ever and 
~here's very little, if any, opportunity to "do my own things" 
in class anymore. I feel like such a traitor to the kids to 
drag them along by the nose into such unprofitable areas. The 
~ight left in me is at a low point today, but I refuse to give 
in completely. Tomorrow has to be a brighter day. 

October 7 
Wrong, I stayed home in bed all day today with a sore 

throat and generally ailing. Must muster up my forces for a new 
day. 

October 8 
A quiet day today in comparison with last week's confronta

tion_between Miss S, and Mrs. H. (not to mention M.). Mrs. H. 
was i~ ~er glory today_ after watching some T. V. show last night 
explaining the revoluttonary new technique of teaching slow 
learners her old read-write routine, with next to no talking 
on_the part of either students or teachers. If I had any 
glimmers of hope for breaking in a few new things with my Basic 
class, they are now sadly dispelled, for she is all the more 
certain of her method after last night's reinforcement. She 
spe~t.my whole B~sics class hovering over students' desks pro
claiming her desire to help them and completely undermining 
my role as teacher of that class. 

October 9 
Today was great! Mrs. H. was busy doing some work in the 

office during both my classes and my classes were cut in half 
b7cause of guidance testing so they were realistic, workable 
size groups. I'm convinced that the amount of learning in 
education would go up at least 50% with smaller classes, but I 
gues: ~ou have to do your best in the system as it exists under 
conditions that won't be changed for a very long time. The 
atmosphere of my classes was so much more relaxed today with 
Mrs. H. gone and it was one of my first opportunities.to see 
how well I could actually relate to the students and them to me. 
~ was very h~pp~ with the. results: they were very open, exhib
ited good thinking, and expressed important concerns. Almost 
every student was involved and there were no discipline prob
lems. On the other side, I think students were able to see me 
as a real person and not just one of those things .called 
"teachers." I was grateful for this day to finally establish 
the kind of rapport with my classes that I have been restricted 
from doing from the very first. 

October 10 
I've been helping out with Guidance achievement testing 

for the last two days and I really feel sorry for those kids. 
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For most of them (all 9th graders), it was the first time in 
their lives they had to sit and work at something for a five 
hour stretch. I question the true validity of such a test, 
especially when so many teachers at that school judge the ability 
and potential of their students solely on the basis of how well 
they tested on these and similar tests. I suppose that's one of 
the real dangers of the tracking system - to categorize and fit 
everyone into his little niche and expect neither more nor less 
from him than what he has indicated he can do on one of these 
tests. Enough spouting for today. 

October 14 - 17 
Basic - Discipline was better this week after having pri

vate, individual talks with three of the main troublemakers. 
I found that previously when I tried to discipline these 
students in class, they were always coming back with smart 
answers. Since this was obviously for the benefit of showing 
off for their peers, I figured a one-to-one confrontation might 
bring better results and it seemed to work. When talking to 
them alone, I found them to be much more reasonable and they 
really have been making a better effort in class. Of course, 
I continue to have problems in the area due to Mrs. H. 's 
interference undermining my own attempts at discipline. 

Role playing by oral play reading is a good way to draw 
students away from individual work into participation in an 
entire class effort. This week was our second attempt at this 
activity and students expressed their interest by enthusiastically 
volunteering for parts. I was really able to notice their 
progress in doing a class activity, because I think they've 
realized that if they want other people to listen to them read 
their parts, they have to listen to other people read, too. 

Regular - I think my eye contact improved this week because 
I found myself looking at kids whom I realized I had never 
really looked at during class. Up until this week, I have been 
calling only on students who volunteer,ed to respond by hand
raising, figuring I didn't want to embarrass people intention
ally in front of the whole class if they didn't know the answer 
or had no response. However, this week I b&gan calling on the 
non-participants and surprisingly enough most of them did have 
something to say, but maybe just weren't sure enough of them
selves to volunteer. By the end of the week, a good number of 
these people were volunteering on th.eir own. 

I wasn't allowed to have group work this week, but the film 
on Friday proved to be a great class involvement technique. 
There was just a little time after the film for response, but 
almost everyone was fighting for recognition to express his 
opinion on the film. There was heated discussion going on among 
members of the class while I was rewinding the film and I had 
kids coming up to me all day (at lunch, in the halls) saying how 
they had been talking to so and so about the film and they didn't 
agree and who was right? etc. I will definitely pursue and 
take advantage of their high interest :i,n this on Mo.nday. 
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SECOND SCHOOL 

November 3 
Wow! What a day We ot t 

waited to talk to Mr ·s t~ o_our new school about 7:30 and 

~s we were sitting b; th; of;i~!si!tant ~rincipal, until 9:00. 

in a group - a few had parents wi he noticed some_boys clustered 

be up, but we didn't find out wh t th7m. Som7thing seemed to 

spent over an hour with us w at until sometime later. Mr, S. 

interested in preparing us't a: very helpful and genuinely 

reactions we might provoke a~ ~:~h, Hehwarn7d us about possible 

but was encouraging about our ab. 1 \ teac ers in a_ Black school, 

also explained our student teacht i y to ~lear this hurdle. He 

test our true interest and b·1· ng_exper1e~ce as a chance to 

after it is completed 'f a i ity in teaching, and said that 

sold on the professio~,iwew:h~~~dnot sincerely_and wholeheartedly 

he seemed to beaver en1· stay out of it. All in all 

Mrs. K.' the English ~epar~!~~t~'. capable administrator. • 

make my assignment. Mr. S had ~~rman, came to get me and to 

observe two, and have one ·eri s~i w7 were to teach two classes, 

counseling office attend~ce o:f7n which he could assign us to 

and friendly; she'said she wo~ld1c7, etc. Mrs. K. is very nice 

class and let me choose whether I give ~e her 9th grade Honors 

poetry. What a change I t wante to teach mythology or 

She took me to Mrs B ' - ac ually get to choose what I teachr 
• • s room where I • 11 • 

class and teach a senio R ' wi also observe one 

teaching an older classrandegulakr: cla:s· I'm excited about 

1 • b . wor 1ng with Mrs B h • 
i eral, and seems to b • •, w o is young 

. ea very good teacher. • 

In the middle of this third . 
of noise and confusion in the h llerio~ c~ass, there was a lot 

the window and telling kids th a s an kids began knocking on 

the school. I was amazed when ere wa: a walk-out and to leave 

that they were having a discus ~he kids told them to go away, 

the door. For a class of all ;~onk On~ boy got up and locked 

respect and concern for a White ac stu ents to show that much 

peers is really saying some.th' teacher and to ignore their 

the next period all hell brok~nf for Mrs. B. 's teaching. Well, 

out in support of student 1 d oos: and all the students walked 

the administration on Frid ea e~s hw o had made ten demands of 

suspension A few f' ay an w o are faced with possible I 
• ires were started some h d 

was sprayed in the halls that d were an some chemical I 
were confused and didn't know ::ae me cough. _Many of the students 

anyway probably just to get out ~ wa~ happening, but walked out 

ohbs7rved seemed to take the si tu:ti~~ ~~i~lyThedfacul ty I '-•·• 

t eir surprise that it hadn't h d an many expressed 

But despite all th ~ppene earlier. 

school, I think I'm rea~l con~~~ion an? ea~ly dismissal from 

exciting is that I'm sureybgth ~ to like it here. What's really 

the freedom in teaching I' ob rs. K._and Mrs. B. will give me 
ve een craving so long. 

I 
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November 4 
The atmosphere at school today was definitely tense after 

yesterday's walkout. During my division, one of the administra

tion got up in front of the packed lunchroom of juniors and said 

no more games would be tolerated; anybody walking out again 

wouldn't walk back in without a parent. We'll see - the admini

stration seems weak and scared, so I doubt if this will be the 

laat of the trouble. 
I observed my senior class for the first time today. There 

is a majority of girls and they seem rather quiet, but maybe I 

can fire them up a little. Mrs. K. introduced me to her ninth 

grade Honors class in a way that will make it very comfortable 

for me to take over for a while. The kids all said they wanted 

to start the poetry unit right away; I hope they stay that 

enthused once I do start it. 

November S 
Tension in the air from the minute school opened today. 

Via the grapevine, I learned another student walk-out was 

scheduled for 9: 00 today, despite a long, wordy bulletin from 

the administration instructing teachers to hoid their ·classes 

back, if possible. Mrs. B.'s second period class was interrupted 

five thousand times by the "conspiracy 811 (the nickname of the 

eight student militant leaders who have what seems to be almost 

total control of the student body) and their parents, who were 

told to come to-our room for a meeting. Of course Mrs. B. had 

had no word about this, so she continued with class, remaining 

incredibly cool and together through all the confusion. Finally, 

about 9:30 a messenger from the office popped in and said the 

parents had been misinformed about ·the meeting room number and 

asked them to come to another room. 
During this class I made an interesting observation about 

student politics. The students were complaining about the poor 

quality work the photographer had done on their senior pictures. 

Mrs. B. reminded them that they had voted for this particular 

photographer last spring, but they said they weren't the ones who 

really decided. • It was "the clique's II actual decision and every

body went along because whatever the clique says, goes. They 

were rather bemoaning this fact, and yet about 15 minutes later 

when Mrs. B. asked what had happened to the walk-out that was • 

supposed to be at 9:00, the kids said they didn't know - they'd 

have to wait to hear what the "eight" decided. Which goes to 

show that although the kids don't like being so controlled by a 

small group, they put themselves in this position by not 

thinking for themselves; it's_al~ays easier to blindly follow 

than to think things through and come to individual conclusions. 

Well, the walk-out did take place about 10:30 amidst a 

confusion of fire alarms and milling students. I went outside 

with Mrs. K. 's 9th grade class when the alarm sounded. I 

really felt sorry for those freshmen who don't know what's 

going on and are just concerned with staying out of trouble. 

\'/hen the bell sounded to go back in, they were really harassed 

by some of the older protesters who told them they were just a 
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bunch of babies doing whatever the establishment told th m 

They managed to get about half the school to stay outs·de : 0
• 

the rest went back in and attempted to settl b k. i e, ut 
sort of order. e ac into some 

November 6 
Today was a good day f 

teaching styles - Mrs B ' or mdeMto observe and compare two 
. , , s an rs K , 5 Th h 

different approaches but h . • • • ey ave such very 

Mrs. K. can get her freshm::\x~: t!~ =~~~;s:;~~/n her own way. 

proper nouns .. When presentin some . ing - even 

makes use of some knowledge tf k"d new material, she always 

they get involved by contrib t7 is alrea~y have. This way 

something they know and th·u ing and getting recognition for 

grade level. Mrs. B. takesi! ;~~~s ~o really excite kids on this 

She has all senior classes and talkii::e~~ntk_~ore casual approach. 

adult level which the se e is on a very 

deal. Unlike the fres{menemt~o res?ond to and appreciate a great 

involvement by getting excitede b:~1o~s d~n•t really_sh?w their 

by really holding up their end.of tht :~ o s~ow their interest 

to start working with these classes.e iscussion. I can't wait 

November 7 · 

The day began with one of th • 
The principal got up and made ose infamous teachers' meetings. 

the week's walk-out situation so~e mealy-mouthed comments about 

said was that the situation h~dn'; ~ook a half hour and all he 

one would have to work togethe t een pleasant, but that every

Then one of the assistant r· r_ o move forward, etc.' blah, blah 

teachers hell. He said thpt inc1pals got up and really gave the • 

sional - afraid to t. a most teachers were being unprofes-

I think he was righfeto1:volv;d.or take any responsibility, and 

had been willing to pitch ~~ra:~n 7Xtent. I~ a f7w more people 

students, I think a lot of them give some_d1rect1ons to the 

eliminated, He said he was as~ confusion could have been 

teachers better get thems l expecting more trouble and that the 

next onslaught H de ves together to better handle the 
• e came own hard on the teachers . h 

areas, too - about some of the kid . in ot er 

on some pop visits etc Th hn s ?f ~each1ng he had observed 

said he guessed Mr' S had en t e principal got up and meekly 

he did, and maybe he ;as ki:dst;onger way of saying things than 

say, especially at a time whenoa ;r:~g~r T~n.l ~at a_th~ng to 

n7cessary. The teachers' reactions a~~~: t~e ;a ;~ship is so 

mixed - some who felt the . ee 1ng were 

others thou?ht it needed iow~;es!f~~g th eir job were offended, 

Later in the day r got h ld f 
being distributed by student a oTh o _agree~ sheet that was 

getting rid of the principals. d h7 g~~t of it was advocation of 

So it looks like the action _an, is ive Uncle Tom assistants. 
1sn t over. We'll see, 

June 30 

teachf;;!sl;gs w~::et I rather abruptly stopped keeping my student 
, o pressures of time and ft· I 

now not having kept it up d . • a igue. regret 
uring my last five weeks of student 
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teaching at H., because they were among the most rewarding weeks 

of my life. There is no way now to recapture the day-by-day 

trials interspersed with feelings of achievement as I approached 

"teacherhood." 
My two classes at H. were unique and each stimulating in 

its own way. The ninth graders were lively, open, enthusiastic, 

and thrived on anything seemingly unroutine. I covered a poetry 

unit, which provoked a general groan on my first day of teaching 

the class, but which resulted in a truly exciting experience for 

me and the students too, I believe. I wanted to emphasize 

student-written poetry because at the ninth grade level I think 

appreciation is all-important as an introduction to poetry, and 

I don't know of a better way to gain the interest· of students 

than to have them. attempt and take pride in creating their 

own forms of the art. 
I began with haikus, hoping they would provide just enough 

structure so that the students wouldn't feel lost in their 

initial efforts, but at the same time all.ow freedom from the 

restrictions of more exacting forms. We continued with the 

writing of descriptive paragraphs which were lined-out into poems 

after a process of work and rhythm selection, condensation, dis

cussions of connotative words, etc. This activity produced one 

of those days when teaching seems like the ortly profession. The 

students were so excited about having written real-live poems 

that I couldn't let their enthusiasm die. I sent them home over 

Thanksgiving vacation to bring back with them on Monday a project 

complementary to their poems but of a different medium - music, 

collages, art work, .etc. The two days of our "mixed-media" 

poetry reading were out of sight - each kid could hardly wait to 

make his presentation and th.e applause and enthusiasm after 

each one were very warm and special. By the end of six weeks 

I was able to compile a good-sized book of student poems, 

including numerous ones students wrote on their own, just for 

enjoyment. I think the students' own efforts and successes at 

writing not only added appreciation to their reading of other 

poets, but also taught them a great deal about themselves and 

other students in the class and gave them the very important 

sense of pride and accomplishment. • 

My senior class was a different breed altogether from the 

freshmen. That first week I was amazed that I could actually 

talk and improvise beyond my lesson plan in an attempt to fill 

in long gaps of silence and unresponsiveness. I realize now 

in hindsight that I was being tested and closely scrutinized; 

as a White teacher in a very socially and politic.ally aware 

group of seventeen-year-old Black students, trust and rapport 

was not just important but all-essential if any student response 

was to be kindled. 
Needless to say, those first days were uncomfortable, but 

during the second week something happened which restored a 

little of my fast-ebbing confidence. The seniors had just 

finished reading a segment of Don Quixote and I wanted to 

provoke a discussion about heroes and heroic qualities, especial

ly in reference to our modern society and literature. Somebody 
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in the back of the room was causing a disturbance but before I 
had a chance to say anything, one of the students whom most 
students seemed to admire and respect said to the disruptive 
student, "Shut up - I'm listening." It would be a gross exag
geration to say that it was smooth sailing from that moment on, 
but it was a definite turning point in the development of a 
trusting, working teacher-student relationship. I found as time 
progressed that, unlike the freshmen who gloried in individual 
attention and achievement, the seniors did particularly well and 
seemed to enjoy group work, whether it was group efforts at 
role-playing or developing arguments for group debates of central 
problems in our world literature reading. 

Being a White teacher in a school of 3600 Black students 
presents special problems from time to time, in addition to the 
traditional problems a teacher must face. For instance, I was 
very uncertain what classroom approach I would take the day 
after Fred Hampton, the Chicago Black Panther leader, was 
killed - an event which provoked deep and hostile .feelings in 
much of South Chicago. My ninth grade class expressed unanimous 
approval of a student's suggestion that they spend the class 
period writing poems about the situation - poetic elegies for 
Hampton. The poems turned in that day were dramatic proof that 
real poetry springs from the heart and from deep-felt feelings 
to create something that nice-sounding words and rhythm alone 
could never do. 

The senior class, however, presented a more difficult 
problem; I knew that their need to discuss with each other the 
recent happenings would be of uppermost importance that day. 
Yet, I knew they would be hesitant to direct their deepest 
thoughts and feelings through me - a concerned individual but 
White, nevertheless. I spent hours that evening reading, and 
found what I thought (guessed, hoped) would be an appropriate 
short story from a modern African anthology which centered 
around racial issues in South Africa. I ran off copies for the 
class and after they read it, asked for volunteers to discuss 
the story in any way and context they wished. The result was 
more than I had hoped for: an excellent discussion led by three 
rather quiet students who managed to totally involve the entire 
class in a well-paced, organized, and provoking exchange of 
ideas. Even though my part was no more than listener from my 
back row seat, I felt that we had all participated in a 
remarkable learning experience. 

I'm not certain how one goes about winding up a log of 
student teaching. I suppose that's because a record of teaching 
experiences has no ending, just as a deep involvement in the 
teaching profession does not stop at the end of each day or 
year. It is a constant, exciting process which builds and 
develops with each day's rather special conglomeration of 
frustration, joy, and hope. 

My students introduced me to a very fine singer, Nina 
Simone, who says in one song: "It's the morning of my life." My 
student teaching in Chicago was indeed my awakening to the morn
ing of my teaching life. I wonder now what the day ahead will 
bring. 32 

Three Cinquains 
by DORTHINE BLASCH 

Hubert Olson Junior High School, Bfoomington 

IN THE CLASSROOM 

I This child 
I cannot know . .. 
Silently he sits there, 
Dreaming dreams I cannot know nor 
Dare to. 

II You can't 
Know I'm not here, 
Sitting tall at my desk .•. 
I'm running along the sea's edge ••. 
I'm free! 

III Who will 
Know when she dies 
That she walked a brief space 
In this world? Who will remember 
Her then? 
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Changes Within the System: The English 
Program at John Marshall High School 

by DOROTHY DALSGAARD, 
John Marshall High School, Rochester 

t-!odular scheduling, semester courses, elective courses 
~nter-disciplinary courses - all of these are being talked ;bout, 
introduced, pursued, and praised - in fact, it seems that to have 
status one must be on the bandwagon. Because John Marshall High 
Sc~ool has thus far not gone to some of these programs, many 
th~nk of our school as a traditional high school. True, it 
s!1ll has a seven period d~y with all English teachers meeting 
five classes of approximately 130 students daily for 55 minutes. 
However, our 7taff recognizes that it isn't always the change 
as such that improves the educational process, but the enthusiasm 
generated in the attempt to justify the new method. 

In reality, John Marshall is doing much to effect change. 
It has eliminated all bells; it has tried to eliminate study 
halls; it has no supervision of lunch rooms. It attempts to 
offer all the freedom the student can handle but it believes in 
p:eparing the student for this freedom. Furthermore, the indi
vidual departments are developing the changes which they want. 

The English department has been concerned about this need 
for change for several years. For four weeks the past four 
summers, twelve to fifteen English teachers in grades seven 
through twelve have been developing a course of study. After 
considerable study, they have developed a well-defined but not 
prescribed spiral program in composition, language, and litera
ture. In doing this they have defi.ned the concepts they want 
taught but left the teachers free to choose the methods and 
materials. The basic anthology has all but been dis·carded and 
an IMC (Instructional Media Center) has been built up. The 
eleventh grade alone has class sets (15-300 in number) of 
approximately 75 titles. These include classics as well as 
contemporary works. Titles such as The Scarlet Letter 
Huckleb 7rry Finn~ Walden, ~ Separate Peace, Grapes of Wrath, 
True Grit,~ Choice of Weapons, Tell Me That You Love Me Junie 
Moon, The Contencier, and Durango Street are included.°" - ---

One_ of the most exciting of our innovations, designed by 
the curriculum teachers, is the English Resource Center with a 
teacher aide in charge. The Center is not just another class -
room or study hall. To provide an atmosphere of informality, 
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• we have furnished it with round tables, small upholstered chairs, 
draperies, attractive book cases, pictures, and we hope to have 
it carpeted. Books and magazines are in abundance but arranged 
so as to give the feeling of a browsing room. There is a small 
adjoining room, affectionately called the cell, and another 
designated as a conference room. The Center is equipped with a 
film strip projector, a stereo record player, a four-track tape 
recorder, a pixmobile with eight head sets to use with any of 
the audio equipment, and a typewriter. 

Not only is the room furnished to reflect informality but 
it is used in that way, too. One might find six students view
ing a film analyzing Macbeth, four listening to a recording of 
Billy Budd, nine researching euphemisms, four_making up 7e~arate 
tests, one creating a collage relevant to satire, ?ne wr1t1ng 
a satirical poem, four preparing a class presentation on . 
semantics, eight writing themes illustrating inductive r 7aso~1ng, 
and one sitting on the floor engrossed in To Kill ~Mock1ngb1rd. 
The teacher aide is there to assist. There might be some buzzing, 
but it is purposeful. 

This Center has become an integral part of the classroom and 
has permitted the English teacher to of~er group as well a7 indi
vidual instruction and flexible scheduling. He can vary his 
instruction almost as much as his imagination, interest, and 
planning allow him. The Center provides him with fac~lities for 
small group instruction. With the abundance of materials, th7 . 
teacher usually gives the student a choice of books on a spe~1f1c 
theme. Those students discussing a specific book together with 
those interested in listening to the discussion remain in the 
classroom while the rest go to the Center to prepare for their 
discussions or to work on another project. The same plan is 
used for those needing special instruction. Frequently hal~ the 
class is sent to the Center with composition assignments while 
the remainder work in the classroom. Th.e aide is briefed on the 
assignment and assists the students in the Center w~ile the 
teacher assists those in the classroom. The following day the 
groups are reversed. Students get much more individual atten-
tion this way. 

The English teachers are using more an~ m?re indi~idualized 
instruction. However, they realize that this 1nstruct1on must be 
carefully planned, that it entails guidance, and that_the students 
must be prepared for it. John Marshall has a foundation s~stem 
which grants approved students a number of privileges. Using 
this system and the Center, teachers occasionally turn 7tu~e~ts 
loose for a period of two or three weeks to work on an 1nd1v1dual 
or group project. Those on foundation study where they choos 7; 
those not on foundation go to the Resource Center or get permis
sion to go to the library. During this time the teacher_as_w 711 
as the aide has scheduled conferences with the students 1nd1v1du
ally or in groups. Frequently in composition, the entire class 
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meets for the assignment and pre-writing activities. Then the 
members work individually and come in for their composition 
conference. Just one conference of this kind in a month does 
more than all kinds of red pencil marks. 

The Center has also served as an ideal place for that bugaboo 
"makeup." When a student is absent from a test, that test is sent 
to the aide with the student's name and deadline for makeup. 
The student reports directly to the Center for his makeup, and 
his completed test is turned over to the teacher. If the student 
is absent from a film or a record, or if he wishes to see or hear 
it again, he goes to the Center. All of this tends to place the 
responsibility where it belongs - on the student. 

Students.like the Center'and many of them go there regularly 
during their unassigned time to work on English assignments. 
They know it is the one place they can go to get the help they 
need when they need it. They like the relaxed atmosphere which 
is conducive to creative work. 

Needless to say we have a superior teachers' aide. Her 
education includes a BS degree with a major in library science 
and a minor in speech from the University of Minnesota. Her 
experience includes working in a children's library and serving 
as a teachers' aide in Ohio, but in an entirely different capacity.\ 
She does considerable professional writing. However, it is her 
enthusiasm, imagination, cooperation, and ability to relate to 
the students that has been so important. 

One limitation to our varied group sizes has been our large 
group instruction. Generally, it has.been the class size of 
25-30. This year that too is being experimented with by 
scheduling all twelfth grade accelerated students the same hour, 
all basic students the same hour, etc. This will permit the 
teachers to bring their students together and cooperatively plan 
their large group instruction if and when they desire. 

Too many times teachers have excused themselves from attempt
ing innovative ideas by blaming the "system." But there is much 
that can be done within a traditional framework. Having a 
teachers' aide and a Resource Center and using it as we are does 
not lessen the work of the teacher. In fact, it has increased .f· 
our work. Much more planning is required; much more communicating / 
and cooperating are necessary. However, some of us feel our plan /I 

is more flexible than most other programs because we do not have 
to follow a specific schedule of large groups, small groups and I 
individual instruction. Each teacher plans his own program. No 
teacher is forced into such a pattern. He makes the choice, 
though his students might lead him into it. •t:, 

In another year we are sure that our program is going to be 
so extensive that we will need another aide and additional room, 
but we will have had another year of experience and should be 
ready to cope with the problem. 

Dorothy Dalsgaard, who teaches English at John Marshall High School in Rochester, 
has had an active role in the affairs of the MCTE, 
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Two Poems Presented at the Minnesota 
Private College English Majors Conference, 

Spring 1970 

by JOCELYN C, RILEY, 
Carleton College, Northfield 

When the winter is the only way we f~nd the wind ag~in 
'1h we ask we see we wonder is the wind so very col 
kif1e the blades of all the young boys in the barroom booths are 

biting • th for In the retty pity city see we what a woe is ere . the winter 
After all the wandered minds have willed and wanted ind the farm 
And the wishes full· are falling from the schoo~room an 
Often in our streetlights wfe ill~;~ne :~r~~: ;~!1~:: for inviting 
Than the streets can seem or wa ing . winter 
And the women all seem wiser than the windows ~f the 
The snow that snickers softly as it_sunbathes int~ :l~~rmth 
Will be no longer lovely when the light has lost it 
As the bookish barker finds that all the babes hav~ gone dy 
To find a cand.le in the sun, to find a tawdry/? k~~/:~ich the 
He weeps a weary wind sigh ~or all the ways o oo 

witches would·not tell ~:m wonder whether all this weather 
And the words of all thew is~ers . tamer tongue 
Could really answer any ques~1on: or is ~:ut~r: into gnarls 
Which will find us when we finalize ~ur in~ . 
Of a fine and curly blu:ness of a vern~ vancos1 ty listen and the 
We cannot ask the questions for there is n~ one to 

finely fingered fists are_fighting emptiness again 
And the winters are for weeping d "f care it won't subsi e If we wonder we will hunger 1 we 
We won't wander winter weather 
We can't carry it inside. 
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GREENSLEEVES 

A delicate fern 

grows by roadsides 

obscured by trees and grass 

She knew how to crush it 

between her fingers 

to yield a lemon-mint scent. 

She would pick the weed 

while walking 

and tickle noses, 

make doll skirts. 

But when pressed, 

she yielded to the gaudy reds of autumn 

and lamented --

for once having been Greensleeves 

but no more. 
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For Hip Pocket Hopefuls - Paperbacks 
reviewed by TOM WAL TON 

John F. Kennedy School, Ely 

How to Star in Football, Herman L. Masin; Scholastic Magazines, 

Inc. , 1966.°" 
Photographs, offensive-play diagrams, defensive-play dia

grams, and detailed written instructions are each a portion of 

this book. A knowledge of the game of football and its vocabu

lary is needed; the ability to join word to photograph is needed, 

also. A wealth of material lies on these pages - almost too 

much when it comes sentence after sentence··. 

Pro Football Heroes, Steve Gelman; Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 

1968. 
Covering the 19QQts, the author has selected ten men to fill 

the muscular pages of this book. From a coach to players adept 

at several positions, from early days to refinement within the 

leagues, and from fairly standard playing formations to the more 

sophisticated plays of the late sixties, the author explores the 

makings of the great players. Selections are lengthy and inter

es ting. A few photographs accompany them. 

Gridiron Stories, edited by Josh Furman; A Lantern Press Book, 

1968. 
Mr. Furman has selected a group of stories that seem directed 

at pointing out qualities of teamsmanship, of leadership, and of 

determination. The vocabulary is difficult and requires a 

knowledge of football. Above average readers in the upper ele

mentary or junior high might find little trouble with the 

vocabulary or with picking out the story beyond the unfamiliar 

words. If the readers are just seeking entertainment and not 

the facts about playing football, they might enjoy these stories. 

Touchdown fot Tommy, Matt Christopher; Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 

arranged with Little, Brown & Co.~ Inc., 1959. 
This is a story of conflict. Tommy is in·a foster home and 

fearful that he will be forced to leave. He is assailed with 

conflicting standards: the foster home in contrast to his earlier 

home and parents, the present peer group as opposed to the past, 

and the requirements of day to day living at home, school, 

neighborhood against the worry of leaving the home he would like 

to join on a permanent basis. 
He does play football and does score a touchdown, but the 

conflict is present on the football field, too. This is a 
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s~ory with a happy ending, but the theme underlying the title 
will need consideration for audience. 

Quarterback's Aim, Beman Lord· Scholast· M . 
arr -.- ' ic agaz1nes Inc b 

angements with Henry Z. Walck Inc. 1960 ' ., y 

In a very humorous v • M' ' • 
one young football as ira~1n, r. Lord d~scribes the plight of 

hi:t!ifty-two_p?unds ~re a!'u~;:~es;i~1 !sa~i=m~~:e:t!n~;ease 

ge ing a position on the team unt·1 h dd . 
strategy that will show off h", i_ es? _enly hits upon a 

even though he · 15 passing ability to the coach 
15 not on the football field E 1 

ing the SW of the football squad. 1 • vent~a ly, becom-

ed playing time. is amp e compensation for limit-

Easy vocabulary and 1·m·t d 
middle graders. 1 1 e pages put this in range of most 

(Fifth grader Danny says "This book Q t b k 
about f tb 11 ' • uar er ac 's Aim is 
Fi 11 oo a_ teams which Alan is trying to get on __ , 

na y nothing works not even malts and bananas after 

!~~~ef~ m::nt~~es~o~~hti!s~~;:r:n~omeihdingksurprising and 

means." no o Y nows what it 

Mark' another fifth grader s "A d 
Quarterback, 5 A· b B ' ays' . goo book to read is 
Spilka. im, y eman Lord, illustrated by Arnold 

:e~.[ive gubs land on you in a football game, you will 

Al i_e a !u e of to?thpast somebody stepped on. 

th:nt1s skinny. He is determined to gain weight and make 
earn. 

Then one d~y, coach discovers something. Alan becomes SW. 

What does it mean? No one can guess unt1·1 
G SW one of the Big 

ames • stands for secret weapon.") 

7~~~:r~r:!~~;~e~~s 
1
![~h EH;~r~e~~n W;~~~; ~~~olas

19
t
6
i
4
c Magazines, 

Entertain· b • f ' ·' • 
on the footbal~nf~ua~1!akee:~~ vocabula:y~ and a girl starring 

book The • 1 . is a surpr1s1ngly well received I 
baffiing j~~; ;n~~~t• ~~s jusbt enoug~ ~ophistication to be 

race to' . ?u1 e to e begu1l1ng, and just enough 

g . _gracefully exit from the squad and still be admired 

her ab1l1ty by the men in this small portion of her world. for 1. 

~ to S!ar in Basketball, Herman L. Masin. TAB 
Scholast~c ~agazines, Inc., 1958. , Books, Inc., 

on "H~!g~~n~~!p!h~p b~oth with : good s?ortsman 's code and rules 

h . . , . e aut or continues through chapters on 

~ footing, passing, individual contributions on offense and 
e ense, team offense and defen d d 

of dia rams se, an ens with several pages 

in ? ~f ~lays. There are numerous photos with the text 

bas~=~~:f1 :e~~nfsposi~i~ns and movements .. Some knowledge of' 

over the few possibl~e!t:Ubl~~gt i~~ pkho!ographbs aid in getting 
cs 1n voca ulary. 
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~ Basketball Champions, George Vecsey; Scholastic Book Services, 

inc., 1970. 
A few action photos are found in the 159 pages of this book 

that discusses Bill Russell, Jerry West, Joe Lapchick, Oscar 

Robertson, George Mikan, Bob Cousy, Wilt Chamberlain, Bob Pettit, 

Elgin Baylor, and Rick Barry. Since most of these men are players, 

and most of them are over six feet in height, it might eliminate 

some readers who could not aspire to their height or their posi

tion on a team. 

Free Throw, Mike Neigoff; Albert Whitman and Co., published by 

\ileel<ly Reader Paperback Book Club, 1968. 
Doubling themes of racial integration and teamship, the 

plot of the story carries us through the making of a basketball 

, team from tryouts to championship playing. The greatest struggle 

witnessed will be in the boy, J .D. Findin.g that the basis for 

his prejudices is feelings and not color, that fie has much the 

same trouble adjusting to some Negroes as he has with his first 

close contact with white people, is not easy for this boy. There 

are adults in the story who are sympatfietic, yet firm, with J .D. 1 s 

problems. Though the plot is complex enough to cause trouble 

in remembering what is going on for low or average readers, the 

vocabulary is moderately easy. 

How to Star in Swilillilirtg arid Divi:rtg, Charles Batterman (varsity 

swimming coach - Massachusetts Institute of Technologr), • 

Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 1968. 
Three major divisions covering conditioning, strokes, and 

diving are further divided into chapters covering specific 

techniques and styles, excellent sections of series photographs 

or time-lapse photographs, and drawn diagrams. 

The book is constructed to encourage safe swimming; it 

suggests in its introduction that it will be a good help in 

demonstrating the proper approach to swimming. I found it 

interesting and a good investment for someone interested in 

improving his swimming for any reason. 

Dive In, Mike Neigoff; Albert Whitman & Co., published by Weekly 

ReaderPaperback Book Club, 1965. 
Through a relatively easy reading story, Mr. Neigoff weaves 

a story of friendship, competition, and sportsmanship. Though 

there is team competition, the major confrontation exists between 

two best friends, Barney and Shorty. Through compromise and 

perseverance, the boys overcome their differences and eventually 

contribute to a team victory. 

Batting and Bunting, Ethan Allen; Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 

1968. -
Allen, moving from the Cincinnati Reds to eventual presi

dent of the American Association of Baseball Coaches, has created 

this book in language within the grasp of intermediate graders, 

and in scope precise enough to be of use by those pursuing on 

much higher levels. For boys who are serious about baseball, I 
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woul~ highly r~commend this very important contribution aimed at 
getting potential greats off on the right foot. 

Spor;,s Illu~trated Book of Baseball, Editors of "Sports Illustra
ted, C~pyright 1966 by Time Incorporated and published by arran 
ments with J. B. Lippincott Co. through Weekly Reader Paperback ge
Book Club. 
. ~rit~en in first person: Harmon Killebrew/hitting, Al Down-
1ng/p1tch1ng, Brooks Robinson/infielding Tim Mccarver/catching 
and Tom Tresh/outfielding. ' ' 
. Thei~s i~ a carefully considered approach to baseball. It 
1s a compilation of good advice to potential players· it is not 
a tale of_personal exploits. The book is accompanied with excel
lent dr~w1ngs demonstrating portions of the text. It takes the 
reader 1n steps beyond the material found in Ethan Allen's 
Batting and Bunting. 

How to Star in Baseball, Herman L. Masin; TAB Books, Inc., 
Scholastic Book Services, 1960. 

Carryin? the seal of approval from the Little League, this 
book goes quite th~roughly into the mechanics of baseball. Its 
easy-to-re~d text 1s accompanied by photographs many in series 
demon~t~ating the know-how of baseball. Each chapter covering ' 
a pos1t1on ~n the field is followed by a list of "Tips" for a 
perso~ seek:ng the mastery of that position. The last chapter 
has eight diagrams of common defensive moves. •• 

The Greatest_.!E_ B~seball, Mac Davis; Scholastic Book Servies, 1962. 
. Mac Davis writes of first, second, third basemen, of out

fielders, catchers, and pitchers; he writes of the diversified 
greats of base~all - the short, the tall, the products of many 
states and environments, the inspiring, and the disliked. Be
cause these men ~ave_all reached outstanding stature in the world 
of baseball, theirs 1s a story of devotion to excellence - whether 
out of love for_the game, or for a feeling of personal accomplish
ment. !11e.stor1es about each man are brief, given to a mixture 
of stat1s!1cs and comments about the man's ability and progress 
through his ~areer, a~d are accompanied by photographs of each 
player. It 1s ~ favorite book with my young men for each of 
these reasons singly, or for all combined. 

(In addition, ~aren of the fifth grade writes, "In the book 
The Greatest 1n Baseball, the author writes about thirty
two baseball players in the Hall of Fame. 
It seems strange that no women are playing in big league 
baseball. 
I~ this book the author writes about the first Negro in 
history on a big league team, Jack Robinson. 
Do you know who was the guy that cried himself into baseball? 
Stanley Musial. 
The book really didn't interest me because baseball doesn't 
mean much ~o me because I can't understand it. There should 
be books with sports stories for girls.") 
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Stories of Champions, Sam and Beryl Epstein; Scholastic Book 
Services-:-rnc., with permission of Garrard Publishing Co., 1965. 

The Epsteins have selected five players from the Baseball 
Hall of Fame for their book; Honus Wagner, Christy Mathewson, 
Ty Cobb, Walter Johnson, and Babe Ruth. Theirs is a sort of nar
rative of the highlights of the men's careers with statistical 
charts at the conclusion of each man's story .. The book is inter
spersed with photographs of these men. The vocabulary is that 
encountered by average readers in the middle grades, the stories 
are factual without going into too much detail on the mechanics 
of baseball, and they are varied enough in personality to make 
them interesting. 

The Baseball Life of Mickey Mantle, John Devaney; Scholastic 
Magazines, InC.:-1969-.-------

This is more than a baseball story; it is the story of a 
man - a story of what life is all aoout - humility, perseverance, 
humor, tragedy, and realization of goals. For your gentlemen of 
average reading ability, or even less, and an interest in base
ball, it is an exploration into involvement. The story within 
the pages covers many years; it takes the read~r through Mr. 
Mantle's life from the age of five and upwards. Even without 

_ understanding much about baseball, any bo)" would find the book 
good exploration. . 

(And Katie of fifth grade adds, "The book The Baseball Life 
of Mickey Mantle I would recommend for boys or anyone 
interested~e life of Mickey Mantle. 
The book was about Mickey and games he played, how many 
home runs he made a year, and then in about the middle 
of the book a sickness he got in the bones and the sickness 
could never in his whole life be cured b)" anyone. And the 
doctor suggested he should not play baseball again, but he 
was brave and kept on playing.") 

The Baseball Life of Sandy Koufax, George Vecsey; Scholastic 
Book Services -:-Tnc-:-;-1968. ---

Remembering the World Series of 1965 brings Sandy Koufax 
into mind; it seemed to be a name that sounded out at every 
turn of the radio dial during the summer. Reading his baseball 
life is somewhat like turning a radio dial; you are not always 
sure of what you will find. The book's vocabulary is extensive 
enough to require a better than average reader in the middle 
grades; the thoughts behind the words are complex enough to 
require a better than average reader for total comprehension. 
There are 224 pages in the book. There are a few photographs to 
give a visual reminder of what the words are about. 

I read the book and was impressed with the man for his 
determination and perseverance. I was made aware of the value 
of publicity to get a young man started in sports and then keep 
him there. I was somewhat saddened by the rigors of the train
ing and touring that takes a man away from the very people/world 
that admire him; it must be a special sort of person who gives so 
much of self and time for love of a sport. 
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The Baseball Life of Willie Mays, Lee Greene; Schpla'i_ttc t1aga
zines, Inc. , 1970. - --- ---

One hundred and sixty pages of a man with guts, a love of 
the game, or both; Willie Mays put so much into playing that in 
his later years he has had .to remain away from the game for 
periods of time to rest himself. The fact that he is still 
playing is a testimony to his interest and love of the sport. 
Mr. Mays, with his outstanding ability as an outfielder, hitter, 
and base stealer, is an inte.resting man to read about. He is a 
fine image for any young man. 

Charlie Brown's All-Stars, Charles M. Schulz; Scholastic Maga
zines, Inc., permission with the World Publishing Co., 1966. 

Captured in print and also appearing on television, Charlie 
Brown fights a gallant fight to hold his own with his peers. 
As part of the baseball team, Snoopy, Charlie's dog, also adds 
appeal. Who can resist a comic strip character? The fact that 
I am requested to purchase paperbacks of each of Charlie's 
encounters is evidence.of his popularity. 

Crooked Arm and Other Baseball Stories, Tony Simon - editor; 
Scholastic Magazines, Inc., 1968. 

Portions of these stories moralize, some have a ring of 
truth brushed with nagging hints of hyperbole, and a few are 
downright funny. The vocabulary is a little rough for low 
readers; there are some stories they should grasp, however. 
Generally, the book is more entertaining than informative. A 
knowledge of baseball terminology is necessary. 

Arrow Book of Short Stories, Tony Simon - editor; Scholastic 
Magazines, Inc :-;7969. 

Basketball, swimming, football, soapbox racing, and track 
are all included in this general book of entertaining stories. 
The selections, eleven in number, vary to point out good and bad 
traits in athletes, team spirit, and thoughts about competition. 
They require fairly good readers. The selections are brief. 
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